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The Situation In Italy

(Wc are indebted to the Italian Chamber of Labor of
New Vork for the following explanation and analysis of
what is going on in Italy. Editor;)

The mounting cost of living, which in Italy

has already reached the very limit of endurance
so as to be actually compared with conditions now

extant in Austria and Germany, is the first
motive of the strike. To this must also be added

a general' and widespread desire on the part of
the workers to secure a certain amount of direct
control in the works by means of shop com-

mittees and which may be roughly described as
a sort of Plumb Plan, though in Italy the move-

ment is more class conscious and more revolution-

ary in its connotations, being directed by the Soc-

ialist party (adhering to the Third Internationa!)
and the Syndicalist elements.

The original demands of the workers as pres-

ented in an extensive memorial to the Employers'
Federation provided for an average increase in

wages of 7 lire per day, distributed in such a way
as to secure a large raise for the less paid cate-

gories. In normal times this would amount to
about $1.40 per day, but owing to the present de-

valuation of the Italian lire, it now amounts co

barely more than 30 cents. Cumulatively the in-

crease would amount to about 1,000,000,000 lire
per annum, but as a matter of fact this huge sum
is no more than $50,000,000 American dollars, or
an average of $100 a year for each of the 500,000
workers involved. If we consider that most of
the articles consumed in Italy are American made
and bought at American prices, the demands of
the workers are by no means extravagant or ex-

tortionate as the industrials charge.

Bosses Seek to Evade Confiscation.

The parleys between the unions and the In-

dustrials lasted for several days and finally they
were abruptly broken off by the employers who-flatl- y

refused to have anything to do with any
further negotiations on the basis of a raise.

As a consequence of this unexpected coup
the unions declared the general strike, charging
that the hidden and unconfessed reason of the In-

dustrials' stubbornness was not so much their in-

ability to grant the increase, which they showed
with many statistics they were quite able to do,

but a concerted attempt to force the hand o'.' the
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government to recede from its stand in favor of
immediate confiscation of all excessive war proits.

The strike, however, developed a novel fea-

ture, entirely untried before in the annals of the
labor movement. Instead of the usual walkout,
the unions ordered their members to remain in

the factories and inaugurate at once what is called
"obstructionism." The Avanti describes Obstruc-

tionism as a mild form of sabotage, meaning n

general slowing of work without ever giving the
idea of complete stoppage, the manufacturing of
certain articles in preference to others, and a
consistent lessening of the entire output. Further
orders were given in case the Industrials should
declare a lockout, the workers must take all pre-

cautionary means to prevent being dislodged from
the work?, even to the point of actual physical
resistance to the forces of the state, should they
interfere.

War Material Was Banned.

The obstructionist strike began on Friday
morning, August 20, and for a few days all went
well with the workers producing less and refusing
to have anything to do with war material alto-

gether. Then suddenly the Employers' Federation,
consistently following its original policy of totally
ignoring the existence of the unions declared the
lockout.

As soon as the lockout was announced, the
workers responded at once to the call of their
unions by barricading themselves in the shops,
organizing vigilance squads (Red Guards), haul-

ing down the pennant of the company and hoist-

ing up the red flag in its place.
The rest is common history.
The government so far has not interfered in

the least in the controversy, but whether it was
because it feared some more violent outbreak by
throwing out 500,000 men in a nation of 89,000,-00- 0,

most of whom are permeated with revolution-H- i
y ideas, or becayse it hoped tlmt the actual ex-

periment in syndical production and control of the
industry would prove a failure, has not yet been
revealed.

Whatever the next few days are going to
develop will be of the greatest importance and
probably decide what the immediate future of
Italy is going to be.


